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Book Descriptions:

Bsa sweet 17 scope manual

The BSA Sweet 17 is an adjustable scope made specifically for.17caliber rimfire rifles. This scope is
equipped with a focus and windageadjustable range turret accurate at distances of up to 250 yards.
Items you will need Target Look through the scope at the target; center the crosshairs on the
bullseye. Adjust the rear focus knob left or right until the target comes into focus. The focus knob is
located just behind the eyepiece. Turn the rangeturret knob to your specific distance. If your target
is at 50 yards, line up the base hashmark with the 50yard hash mark on the turret. Fire a group of
shots at your target. Note the shot placement in relation to the bullseye. Adjust the elevation knob
located at the front of the scope on the objective bell up or down. The adjustment is dependent upon
the direction your shot needs to move. If your shot is above the target, adjust the elevation up by one
click. Adjust the windage knob located on the right side of the scope. If your shot is to the left or
right of the bullseye, adjust the windage knob in the direction the shot needs to move. Adjust one
click at a time until your shot lands on target. Warnings Never attempt maintenance on a loaded
firearm. Never point a weapon at anything that you do not intend to shoot or kill. Tips Set up your
target at a range that you typically shoot at. If you normally hunt or practice at 150 yards, sight in
the scope at this range for optimal performance. Create one here. I shoot 15 Jan 2012 12 Apr 2014
Let me start bye saying i have 3 bsa scopes on 3 of my guns and these are the i purchased a sweet
17 scope and sighted it in according to the instructions.I saved a picture BSA rifle scope I have a
BSA sweet 17 rifle scope.This scope is equipped with a focus and windageadjustable range turret
came with a BSA Sweet 17 3X12X40 scope on it used, so no scope manual.Creators are allowed to
post content they produce to the platform, so long as they comply with our policies. United
Kingdom.http://adamhu.com/javier/dataplot-reference-manual.xml

bsa sweet 17 scope manual, bsa sweet 17 scope instructions, bsa sweet 17 6x18x40
scope manual, bsa sweet 17 scope instruction manual, bsa sweet 17 scope owners
manual, bsa sweet 17 rifle scope instruction manual, bsa sweet 17 scope manual, bsa
sweet 17 scope manual, bsa sweet 17 scope manual, bsa sweet 17 scope instruction
manual, bsa sweet 17 scope owners manual.
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Company number 10637289. The windage and elevation turrets have zero reset with “Allen” screw.
It is also quite common that customers throw outUser manuals are alsoTry Google Search! However,
when I charge it, the red light become green for a second and then still on the charge starts to flash
red again. If you have lost or thrown out the CD with the BSA Optics manual and you need advice
with settings, error messages or are just interested in the capabilities and different functions of your
BSA Optics, then you can download a user manual from the BSA Optics website. If the
manufacturer’s website does not give instructions on where to download a BSA Optics user manual,
then you will find plenty of BSA Optics fans in our database. Take a look at our discussion forum for
your particular product, a more experienced BSA Optics user will surely be able to help you with the
settings. We’re trying to help you find exactly what you’re looking for to keep you coming back.The
light comes equipped with a pushbutton tailcap switch, but the included remot. There is a removable
sleeve that allows it to be m. With these customizable. This makes th. The sights 5 MOA red dot i.
There is a removable sleeve that allows it to be. It is a lightweight scope for close quarter and
medium range targets. It is light enough for small calibe. It also features an etch. It is equipped with
a fully coated and adjustable objective and target style turrets for easy adjustme. The elevation drum
compensates for 0.22 cal grain weights of 36, 38, and 40. The windage and elevation tur. It is light
enough for small calibers plinking. This boresighter comes in a heavyduty hard case. This
boresighter comes in a heavyduty hard case. Try Google Search! However, when I charge it, the red
light become green for a second and then still on the charge starts to flash red again. Please try
again.Please try again.http://dgjst.com/upfile/dataprobe-iboot-manual.xml
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In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free
business account Please try your search again later.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based
on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors
including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that
establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later. JMN 3.0 out of 5 stars The scope in no
way is worth the price. Wish I had believed the negative reviews and I really question the positive
reviews.Still not sure on how to adjust and reviewed the instructions and YouTube. I just turned the
turrets but a buddy of mine said I was wrong. It is sited in and super accurate, and since it is a.17
cal the bullet drop is minimal to a longer distance.I was hesitant to get a cheaper end scope but I
really dont have any complaints about this scope. The image is nice and clear and easily focuses on
targets even with leaves or twigs in sight. No problems with accuracy and I like that it has a multi
grain turret. Im glad I got this and saved a little dough.At 100 yards I can put 30 shots through the
size of a dime. And having distance rather than just click lines makes a big deal to me when a known
distance just dial it in and its ready to goTwo problems right out of the box, one definitely fatal,
another nearly so. Potentially a good idea, but fatally flawed execution. Eyepiece cover was OK, but
the cover over the objective lens, which should be fingertight only, is screwed in so tightly that it
cant be removed, even with two strap wrenches. Im not about to put any other kind of wrench on it
for fear of distorting or torqueing the tube or marring the finish.

Ill give BSA customer support a phone call in the morning for ideas but, lacking a miracle, its going
back to Amazon tomorrow, to be replaced with a Nikon. Shame, since the specs for this scope on the
17 HMR are so promising. Its almost a twohand job, N.G. for adjusting in the field on an animal.
There is what appears to be an adjusting screw on this ring, but loosening or tightening it has no
apparent effect. Not suitable for hunting. Very disappointing to have these flaws even before the
scope gets mounted. Ill update the review if there is a reason to do so. Im returning it to Amazon
instead, and have decided to get a replacement rather than a refund. The lens caps at least came off
on this one. Optics are clear and reasonably bright. The parallax adjustment works well. The
magnification ring is stiff, like the first one. It holds a zero pretty well, but the Sweet 17 features,
where you dial a range with the turret based on bullet weight, is not usably repeatable, so I dont use
it. Im upping my opinion to a 3.I was able to scope it in, in about an hour. It makes me such a great
marksman. I put it on a Benjamin Black Lightning break action pellet rifle. It is so accurate. I
purchased this scope because it is supposed to hold up under the intense action of the break action
pellet rifle. I have used CenterPoint and Gamo scopes and they lasted about 3 months before they



broke down.For the money it is an excellent scope.That being said if you set them.Returned it for a
different brand.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Please try again.Please try
again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to
the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again
later.Only the outer ring and markings will turn when adjusted. The window is always facing the
shooterAmazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a
raw data average.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69459

The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later.
Donald LeRoy Welty 5.0 out of 5 stars Calibrated for 17 and 20 grain.17 hmr bullets with a window
under the elevation turret that is easy to read and use. Windage and elevation turrets reset to zero
and have firm sounding and feeling clicks. I typically only shoot this small of a caliper around 100
yards max but I can hit a nickel every time I pull the trigger with this scope mounted on a ruger
precision. Great buy for the money.this is my 2nd sweet 17 and Id buy another one today if I bought
another 17 hmr.So this was a first. Mounted easily, laser bore sighted it. Took it to the range and put
a target at 50yds. I was very high and right. Couple of turns later, I was dead center, grouping
several shots within a dime sized spot. I moved the target to 100yrds and I was off a bit, had to
adjust the parrallax to 100yrds. I got pretty tight grouping, but not as tight as 50yds. I had to make
some adjustments, then it was grouping within a quarter size spot. Not as clear as I thought it would
be at 100yd, but maybe I was expecting more. All and all its a pretty good scope for the price. Ill
take it out again and write more.The website does not work. The scopes cross sites are way off. Issue
with the inside of scope sight is off center. Unable to get help or service. Don’t buy!!Properly
installed the scope but it was shooting 3 feet to the left and two feet low. Adjustments were maxed
and I could not site it in. Was happy with the return process.This scope is extremely accurate on my
17 caliber Savage Rifle. I am 65 years old and my sight is not as good as it once was. Some times it
is hard to see varmints 100 yards away in shadowy places, however the scope brings them in clear
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and bright. I use a a bipod to help steady the rifle.

http://directealgerie.com/images/bosch-maxx-900-instruction-manual.pdf

Once the cross hairs are on the target it is a sure shot. The only negative I noticed is that you can
not turn the power all the way to the stops at 6X or 18X. Once you hit the stops at you have to turn
the nob back ever so slightly or the image will be blurred a little. Not enough of a problem to worry
about. Bill. Do i just use the turret on top. I read that i have to loosen the turret screws and align it
to get the elevation right. Pics would help a TON. I think the scope is great and really clear so far
other than unclear instructions. Then when you have it sighted in a 100yds, loosen up the 3 set
screws on the turret and adjust till the 100yd mark is towards the rear of the scope. Tighten the set
screws. After the rifle is sighted in pay special attention to elevation, you will need to loosen the set
screws on the elevation drum it has the yardage markings on it. The drum should come off with little
effort, but I will say that mine was stubborn to the point that I thought Id break the scope getting it
off. After you get the drum off, look for a small and rather discreet dot on the turret; this represents
the zero point for the drum when you put it back on. Use slow, firm pressure when putting the drum
back on the turret. You will likely need to rotate it somewhat to align the teeth be mindful of the 0
yardage mark on the drum and the zero dot on the turret when doing this. After you seat the drum
all the way down, tighten the set screws ONLY ONE QUARTER TURN after you feel firm pressure
Ive had two of my buddies strip the threads on at least one of the set screw holes by over tightening.
Youll be all set after that. One thing to note however, is what type of ammo you are using. In my
experience Hornady VMax will strike higher on paper than hollow points of other brands.Just keep in
mind that other types of ammo, especially different bullet types HP, SP, Ballistic Tip could have a
different zero than the one you used to sight in the rifle with.

https://diving-gbdf.com/images/bosch-maxx-9-instruction-manual.pdf
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I was just unsure about the process. I couldnt believe such a different scope came with unspecific
instructions. Thanks guys! BTW ill be posting pics of my brand new 17 hmr thurs or friday. Anyone
know of an online site with the manual available for download Thanks. If it is the same as the one I
have I can send you a copy of my manual. Offhand, I dont know the answer about which model. Ill
look when I get home and let you know. Many thanks, JimDoesnt seem to be anything else to
indicate a model number.The scope I have is a 312x40 with side focus. PM me your address and I
will make a copy Monday at work and get it out to you. I like the one I have but wanted more mag
for target shooting so now it sits in the closet collecting dust because I dont have a rifle for it
yet.The manual arrived in yesterdays mail. Learn more about our ReturnIf you cannot upgrade your
browser or use an alternative device to visit us,BSA Optics specifically designed these Riflescopes to
be calibrated for the.17 HMR bullet, providing you a precise piece of glass thats entirely built
around this caliber. An adjustable parallax from 10 to infinity allows you to fine tune your shots so
that your reticle and your intended trophy target are both on the same focal plane when wielding the
BSA Optics Sweet 17 312X40mm Hunting Riflescope. With 4 generous inches of eye relief, you can
comfortably zone in on targets from afar during an allday hunting trip. Grab the BSA Optics Sweet
17 Series 312X40 Riflescope today for an incredible value and fill up that freezer with delicious
venison all season long. For our complete selection of products by BSA Optics on sale please visit
our BSA Optics page. For more Riflescopes please visit our Riflescopes store section. The
nonilluminated version does not have an adjustable objective, instead it has the parallax adjustment
on the third turret.

The illuminated version uses that third turret to adjust the illumination, so that scope instead has the
adjustable objective. The bolt handle bumping into the scope is the only downside but its not bad
enough to interfere with normal operation. Would definitely buy again if I had it to do over. Pros
Affordable, great scope for the.Good clarity, click adjustments are positive and scope returns to
zero. However, the yardage compensation on the turrets must have been an engineering after
thought. I dont.The smudge is really prevalent in the green cross hair mode. What makes me most
aggravated was the quality ass.Looks great and it was quick and easy to sight in. The clarity is just
what I expected. I don’t know which color I like using best, I rotate through them frequently just for
fun. I inadvertantly changed my elevation adjustment. I can not find my owners manual. What steps
must I take to get my elevation back in range. I. Just looking for a manual Have you tried contacting
BSA directly. I searched for an online manual which you may have also. I didnt have any luck, but.
What is moving up the point of impact relative to the. It shouldnt be a problem to mount it on your
savage. I tried to wipe it off with isopropyl alcohol. It turned the. Answer questions, earn points and
help others. This stress tested airgun scope is built to handle airgun recoil on airguns up to.30
caliber. Whether your target shooting or hunting, this scope will prove to be reliable and help you
attain better accuracy. BSA has a great product and Ive put a can of 250 pellets through my Octaine
22 cal and you can drive a nail with this scope.Pros It has optic clarity of a much more expensive
scope. Very very clear. Cons Apparently it wont take springer recoil. It would make a good choice for
a pcp. The scope is actually made for the 17 HMR and has elevation compensation for that round. It
wont be a useful feature on any air rifle but as a scope its still pretty good and very inexpensive 4.



http://windcampus.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bfd3631a0
a---a-dieter-s-manual.pdf

0 By Bill A. September 4, 2016 I bought one of these many years ago for a rimfire. In that capacity is
worked flawlessly ignoring the turret markings since I was using it on a.22LR. I recently moved it to
my Crosman 1077 because the AO is invaluable at the much shorter distances. Otherwise, the optics
are clear and sharp. I cant comment on POI shift between magnifications because the 1077 isnt
consistent enough over enough shots to convince me that the rifle isnt a factor. Pros Clear, bright,
inexpensive Cons Inaccurate AO tick marks 1.0 By John July 12, 2016 Does not stand up to the recoil
of a springer, my.177 np gun broke the reticle within 50 shots. 5.0 By Gary August 27, 2015
However it wont hold zero on a pellet gun spring or gas I dont know why Airgun Depot would have
this scope come up with search if its not for an airgun Id return it, but its my fault for not checking
closer. It was doing great for the first 25 or 30 shots. I would recommend this scope for a firearm,
but not an airgun. 4.0 By Robert USA January 19, 2015 This scope is built for a.17 caliber center fire
rifle, not an air gun. It seems to be a pretty good scope, but I have less than 50 shots from my
Browning underleaver.177 pellet rifle with this scope mounted. The scope that came with the
Browning was fine, but it was so long that it was difficult to load the rifle. I put the Browning scope
on a Power Piston air rifle that came with a really poor scope and bought this scope for the
Browning. It is shorter, and allows easy loading on the Browning. On the negative side, I had to run
the elevation turret almost all the way up to get the pellet strike point in the black at 25 yards. So
far, I have not shot it at further distance. The elevation problem may be with the scope rings or the
rifle itself, and not the scope. My only reason for not giving this scope a five star rating is that it is
not made for air guns. Purchasing it from an air gun company, I was expecting a dedicatedly made
product. 5.

AYHANCEVIK.COM/images_upload/files/casio-edifice-efa--118d-user-manual.pdf

0 By edward USA January 12, 2015 I originally put this scope on a Silent Cat, and later switched it
over to my Benjamin NP2. Cant say anything bad about it, in fact its a very nice scope if you ask me.
I really like the capless turrents. Hate those caps. Ive had this scope for a year or so and had to go
back and look to see how much I paid for it. I think I actually paid more for mine than they are
selling for now. Oh well, its only about ten bucks, and Ive well already gotten my moneys worth, with
what looks like may be an investment that yields good service for a long, long time. Pros Seems to
never loose it adjustment. 2.0 By Larry S. December 22, 2014 Scope did not hold up on my GAMO
Big Cat 1400. Within a few shots of sighting in the reticle was rotating inside scope tube. Nice
scope, I just wouldnt recommend for a heavy recoil GAMO. Pros Awesome clarity. Ease of
adjustment Cons Heavy 5.0 By Brad H. September 12, 2014 Got a Berman 1100 and it has tore up a
few scopes but so far sweet 17 scope has done a great job could hundred shots so far. Im getting
another for my gamo silent cat. Pros Great for those air rifles that reverse recoil. Cons None 4.0 By
Hector USA August 30, 2014 Nice scope solid built easy sighted hold zero so far mounted on my
gamo hornet. 177 so works good from 39 power clear optics prefer fixed parallax for air guns
avarage distances for hunting 20m 40m!! For quick target accusation I like the turret. Login to ask
someone who bought this product. Login Create Account What type of reticle does it haveTom
Parrish Does this scope have a mil dot rectical. Safe shooting. And have fun. Hector from USA Will
this scope stand up to the one pump guns. I have a Gamo Bone Collector. With harsh recoil. asked
Jerry Yes I believe it will stand up to the recoil of your gun. I was using mine on a Hatsan AT44 that
has a little recoil but moved it to my Crossman Phantom that has a pretty good recoil.

My Phantom was actually a lot harder than it use to be and found out it was because of a broken
spring. I also had a Benjamin Trail NP and Im sure it could handle that as well.Im in Brazil, Sao
Paulo. You can send this product to me. Payment by PayPal If not, there is sales representative I can
contact. Thank you for your time and attention. Thankful H.N. asked Humberto Humberto. Sincerely.
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The Airgun Depot Customer Care Team Scott from USA Will this scope preform on a crosman nitro
venom dusk.177I put it on my vantage np and love it.i used the accushot 1in highrings as the recoil
loosed other rings.Robert from USA Is this scope accurate.William from USA Its accurate if you get
it sighted in properly and you have solid mounts. William from USA will this scope work on my gamo
hornet it is a spring air rifle.It is for pros i can hit dead center 50 yards with my gamo bone
collector,thanks to higher scope mounts i bought off airgundepot.com, ps.great prices luis from USA
see for an explanation of why scopes on break barrel rifles get out of alignment. William from USA It
should work with the proper mount. But on a break barrel rifle any scope is subject to getting out of
alignment Im told. AirgunDepot sells the Hornet with a scope already mounted. William from USA
Will this work with the Big Cat 1250.A 2pc mount will give you some difficulty when you go to sight
the scope. Its a great scope for you buck. Hope this helps. Good luck and happy plinking. Whitty Rod
from USA What size flip up covers do I buy for it.For me this is perfect, as I use strictly for
competition shooting, not for hunting. John from USA Will this scope hold zero on a Gamo
Whisper.Looses its center it because of loose MOUnts or if you check the screws to see if they are
loose but remember once you sight in it will always be with in a click of its off Is the scope suitable
for this Air gun.All rights reserved. Terms of Use.

So point of aim and point of impact are always the same; it really is that simple! The Sweet 22 is also
supplied with three quick change turret drums, each designed for use with the most popular weight
bullets, 36, 38 and 40 grains. All Sweet scopes feature fully multicoated precision lenses, a parallax
adjustable objective lens, and are waterproof, fog proof and shock proof. With a 40mm objective lens
and multicoated optics, your scope is most suited for daytime lighting. It also features an
etchedonglass crosshair reticle for easier aiming and an adjustable objective for correcting parallax
from 10 yd to infinity. With a 40mm objective lens and multicoated optics, your scope is most suited
for daytime lighting. The matte black aluminum housing is lightweight, durable, waterproof, and
fogproof.Let us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS Browsing History ON Clear History Not
responsible for typographical or illustrative errors.
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